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By SARAH JONES

Social media and live-streaming have become a necessary part of a fashion brand’s
runway show strategy as consumers increasingly look for insider access.

Across platforms, brands found ways to bring their show to life in new ways, whether
incorporating a photo trend or speaking directly to consumers during the show. With so
many platforms to consider, brands have to choose what content to publish where to
achieve the best results.

"Luxury brands should not be afraid to lift the veil too high," said Yuli Ziv, founder/CEO
of Style Coalition, New York.

"The exclusivity is already there because of the fact online fans are watching the shows
online, not in person," she said. "Brands should be busy trying to figure out how to
capitalize on the attention of this captive audience and use the fashion week events as a
marketing platform, in addition to its core purpose.

"The expectations are getting higher each season as brands are expected to engage with
followers on more and more social channels. However brands should be careful not to
spread their resources too thin and try to hit all platforms with a blend, straight forward
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coverage.

"It would be smart to focus on one select channel and come up with a strategy that is
unique to its language, whether it's  photo, video or plain text."

Social content

Pinterest has emerged as a popular platform for runway content, since brands can
contain an entire photo set of a runway show. This allows consumers to view all of the
photos in one place, as well as follow the board for updates both during and after the
show.

Oscar de la Renta live-pinned its runway show, giving consumers behind-the-scenes
access before the show as well as runway looks in real-time.

On the brand’s dedicated fall/winter 2014 Pinterest board, consumers can view pins of
photos taken by Marie Claire creative director Nina Garcia and photographer attendees.

Oscar de la Renta Pinterest board

Gucci also used Pinterest to give consumers a different angle than the runway photos
taken from the photographer’s pit. In the brand’s “The Alternative View” board are pins of
the live-stream from YouTube, getting close-ups or angled up photos that showcase the
models’ shoes.

Gucci Pinterest board

As Instagram gains more popularity from the fashion set, brands are turning to the
platform to document their shows in photos.

Lanvin used its Instagram to mostly showcase the venue for its show and the notable
attendees in the audience.
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Instagram post from Lanvin

A fashion brand’s Instagram often has more engaged fans, but less followers than other
social media platforms that are more established and widely used. Because of this,
brands often post to Instagram and then share the images across other platforms.

For instance, Donna Karan documented its runway show on Instagram, getting photos of
the designer herself mingling with celebrities at the after party and capturing video of the
video playing on the runway.

Facebook post from Donna Karan
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Chloé had model Sasha Pivovarova to document her experience at the brand’s fall
fashion show. The series was only posted to Instagram, but Chloé promoted it on
Facebook the days before to get a wider audience.

Ms. Pivovarova snapped photos of everything from her walk to the venue to joking around
backstage with other models. After the show, she shared her favorite looks. Hers was the
only voice on Chloé’s Instagram account throughout show day.

Instagram post from Chloé

As consumers are talking about the show on social media, a lot of brands have found
ways to involve them in the viewing experience.

Tommy Hilfiger used a social concierge program to deliver photos faster to consumers.
If a user wanted a particular photo, say a backstage image of a pair of shoes, they could
ask and Tommy Hilfiger would send it out.

Facebook post from Tommy Hilfiger

Incorporating bloggers into the runway experience, Ferragamo had cameras streaming
their views from the front row. Consumers could switch camera angles while watching
the live-stream.

As a social media tie-in, the bloggers—Leandra Medine of the Man Repeller, Yvan Rodic
of Face Hunter and Shea Marie Petranovic of Peace Love Shea—posted exclusive content
on Twitter and Instagram, adding different voices to the runway experience.

Following a runway show, brands are smart to keep up with content, so they stay top of
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mind as more runway shows emerge.

Fendi introduced the lesser-known faces behind its runway show with a Twitter series
featuring selfies of the crew.

Fendi’s #FendiCrew series began following the brand’s fall/winter 2014 runway show on
Feb. 20, as part of the brand’s detailed backstage content. The way that these photographs
were captured show the subjects’ personalities without a filter, allowing the brand to
connect with consumers on a personal level (see story).

Fendi also enabled fans to like an individual runway look by clicking a heart icon in the
video player. Once consumers had a few weeks to like looks, Fendi shared the five most
popular based on consumer likes.

Facebook post from Fendi

Pick a platform

Brands need to remember that different platforms breed different responses.

L2 Think Tank’s latest social media report makes the case that Instagram is beginning to
outstrip veteran platforms because of its  proliferating and attractive user base, high
engagement levels and ecommerce conducive format.

Visual commerce company Olapic collaborated on the report with insights, such as user-
generated images presented on brand Web sites increase conversion by 5 to 7 percent
and boost average order value by 2 percent. Luxury fashion brands such as Michael Kors,
Burberry, Louis Vuitton and Marc Jacobs have emerged as dominant Instagram players,
suggesting that Instagram is ideal for an “evolved form of window-shopping” (see story).

"Fashion brands have used their blog, Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, Vine, Instagram, Keek,
Viddy, YouTube and other social platforms to share their presence at fashion week this
year and previously," said  Brian Honigman, New York-based content marketing
consultant and social media marketer. "What the social platforms that are most frequently
used at fashion week have in common is the ability to quickly and easily upload visual
content, both video and images, in real-time from a mobile phone and therefore, often
giving front row access to a show as it's  happening.

"It's  important that any content being created for use on social media doesn't interrupt the
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experience of in-person viewers, which is the most important rule," he said.

"Consumers know that they can be sure to follow their favorite fashion brands on social
during fashion week to see exciting content, so it's  important for fashion brands to not
only meet these expectations but exceed them."

Final Take
Sarah Jones, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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